
In the second of a two-part article, Brian Jones addresses the pros
and cons of 2D and 3D scanning, target dimensions and boundaries,
antenna selection and system setup, and offers hints and tips to
guarantee a successful survey

Effective GPR
surveying techniques

GROUND PENETRATING RADAR

PART2
Achieving the best survey design can use
either two dimensional (2D) or three-
dimensional (3D) GPR scanning. With 2D
scanning, individual profiles are collected and
the data is often interpreted live on the screen.
If the targets are utility lines or cables, and
they are in a known direction, it may make
sense to do 2D transects and mark them on
the ground as they are seen in the data. 2D
surveys are much quicker and easier, especially

if surveying for one or two lines. They are
also more effective if the survey is meant to
locate geologic features such as bedrock or
soil layers. Integration with GPS positioning
is also quite common with 2D surveys.

With 3D scans, operators place a grid
on the ground and collect information
on parallel and perpendicular lines. Then,
software in the field or office takes the
individual profiles and models them

together to get a top down, birds-eye view,
analogous to an MRI picture of the ground.

A bi-directional 3D survey is effective
where the targets move in unknown
directions. A 3D grid is also a better idea if
one requires a high level of confidence in
a target’s location, or where a good visual
image is needed for a report. 3D surveys are
also recommended if there are any potential
dangers on the site that should be avoided.
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Defining boundaries
Another issue that affects survey design
is the operator’s confidence in the target
dimensions and howwell the target
boundaries are defined. If looking for
the edges of a tank, or trying to locate
where a water table transitions, set the
survey boundary properly to capture
what is required at the survey site.
Target dimensions and confidence level
controls the survey grid spacing used.

For example, if the target is linear, like
utility lines, and the surveyor knows in

Bi-directional scanning. Surveyors do a pass for each corresponding perpendicular axis. X is for the vertical directional targets and Y for the horizontal directional targets.
The image on the right shows the results.

what direction the features are running,
the surveyor should cross linear targets
perpendicular to their orientation, because
they can be seen better. If this information
is unknown, use a bidirectional grid.

To obtain this information, consult as-
built plans, and look for site features that
provide clues. For example, there may be
similar manholes on both sides of the site,
showing that the pipe runs from point A to
B. Or, there may be water valve covers at
regular spacing along the road that allows
one to determine the pipe orientation.

Antenna selection
Selecting the right antenna frequency for a
GPR job depends on the size and depth of the
target. A lower frequency antenna will provide
deeper penetration, but the tradeoff is that
the targets must be larger to be imaged.

When looking only 1-2 feet beneath
the surface, for example, when imaging
in concrete and looking for very small
reinforcing and conduits, use a higher
frequency GPR antenna, which offers
greater detail. For deeper targets, the
primary and secondary choices are lower
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frequency antennas. These allow users to
see deeper but one trades off the ability
to resolve smaller features or targets.

When scanning utilities, the mid-range
antennas provide sufficient resolution to
find 4-5 inch pipes. For going deeper, for
example, mapping geological features 40-50
feet deep, low frequency antennas will work,
because premium resolution is not required.

Best practices for system set up
Operators should take great care in setting
up their system for optimal performance
on each job. There are a varying number
of available settings depending on the GPR
equipment model. The factory setup recall
can be a great starting point. However,
users may have to make adjustments to
ensure they meet two of the most crucial
parameters: selecting the proper depth and
collecting the ideal number of scans per unit.

The proper number of scans varies
depending upon the size of the target and the
soil or material one is working in. A smaller
scan spacing (more scans per unit) slows
down the survey, so it is best to collect as
many scans as possible while maintaining
an acceptable survey speed. However, some
projects may require devoting the extra
time needed for very small scan spacing.

More scans are required for smaller
targets. For example, if the target is only 1
inch, take several scans per inch to guarantee
getting a hit on the target. By contrast,
if conducting geologic mapping looking
for soil layers or the top of bedrock, one
scan per foot or one scan per six inches
would achieve the data density necessary
to get the layer information required.

Information gathering
Apart from equipment and settings, proper

GPR surveying relies on information about
the site. Gather everything available. Collect
site plans and as-built drawings. Talk to site
maintenance staff and those who know
local geology. Get any available nearby
boring logs and geophysical information.
Consult websites that contain databases
of water wells that have been catalogued.
These resources can assist with the expected
location of buried targets, and the depth
at which the wells hit water table or rock.
This information will provide valuable
data points to use when setting up the
system and conducting a GPR survey.

For geologic and cemetery mapping,
consult records in the local library or other
online resources. Pulling town records takes
time, but it can be well worth it to ensure
an accurate survey. Two great resources
are the U.S. Department of Agriculture -
Natural Resources Conservation Service’s
Ground-Penetrating Radar Soil Suitability
Maps, which are available for every state,
and theWeb Soil Survey, which provides
online maps and data for more than
95 percent of the nation’s counties.

Tips and tricks for success
So, after carefully considering your target’s
characteristics, designing a study to maximize
the likelihood of locating the targets and
features you are investigating, selecting the
right antenna for the depth you are surveying,
and setting the equipment properly, there
are a fewmore tips to keep in mind:

Equipment – Bring the proper equipment
to the site, including paint, flags, stakes
and cones. For making grids required for
3D scanning, make sure you have tape
measures to create the grid. Don’t forget to
bring a basic tool kit (tape, wrenches, and
screwdrivers) to fix equipment on site.

Visual site survey – When arriving
at a site, begin by doing a general visual
site survey. Draw a site sketch and take
photographs, and look for service features
like manholes and valve covers.

Look for ports – For environmental
surveys, look around the building perimeter
for spill pipes, vent pipes, standpipes, or burial
evidence. There is a port out there somewhere.
Look for voids or depressions in the ground.

Calibrate to known targets – Do some
preliminary depth estimates on known
targets. Pop a manhole cover, drain, or catch
basin. Drill a test hole down to the top of
a piece of rebar in concrete. Then measure
down to get a point of reference. Scan right
past that measured target and calibrate your
equipment so the depth information for
targets mapped on site is more accurate.

Ensure proper power supply – Make
sure batteries are charged. If you are going
to be out in the field for 12 hours, bring
sufficient batteries. Batteries for most GPR
equipment last only 3-5 hours, so bring extras
for all-day scanning. If working indoors,
bring an AC adapter to plug into the wall.

Test in several areas – Make
sure there is not a lot of change in
signal or the soil or concrete does not
drastically change across the site.

Document everything! – Good notes
are extremely crucial, even for projects that
involve only painting or marking. Take notes
on system settings and prepare a site sketch.
No one will remember exactly what they
did in the field without written notes. It is
especially crucial to have good notes and
site photos if someone is collecting data
and handing it off for analysis. These notes
and post-survey photos can also prove very
useful if a project ends up in litigation.

Take good care of your GPR
equipment – Treat it like the sophisticated
electronics that it is and you should
get years and years of use out of it.

From basic utility locating and marking,
to concrete scanning for road and bridge
repairs, to historical and archaeological
investigations, GPR has an important role
to play. But the usefulness of the data
depends on careful consideration of target
characteristics, proper survey design and
antenna selection, and carefully setting
up the system for optimal data retrieval.

Range of available antenna frequencies, their depth of penetration and applications for which each is most suited

Center
Frequency

Depth of
Penetration

Typical
Applications

2600 MHz* 0-12 in (0.4m) Concrete Evaluation

2000 MHz Palm 0-12 in (0.4m) Concrete Evaluation

1600 MHz* 0-18 in (0.5m) Concrete Evaluation

900 MHz 0-3ft (0-1m) Concrete Evaluation, Void Detection

400 MHz* 0-12ft (0-4m) Utility, Engineering, Environmental, Void Detection

270 MHz* 0-18ft (0-6m) Utility, Engineering, Geotechnical

200 MHz 0-30ft (0-9m) Geotechnical, Engineering, Environemental

International
100 MHz 5-50ft (2-15m) Geotechnical, Engineering, Mining

15-80 MHz 0-150ft (0-50m) Geotechnical

Air-Launched
2.0 GHz* 0-2.5ft (0-.75m) Pavement Thickness and Road Condition Assessment

1.0 GHz* 0-3ft (0-.9m) Highway and Bridge Deck Evaluations

*Smart antenna functionality
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